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June Newsletters Only
Next meeting is scheduled June 16th, 2021 at 7:00PM
It has been 7 months since the last publication of this newsletter. To keep the
indexing system consistent, I have indicated this to be Volume 19, Issue 6, corresponding
to the 19th year (2021) and the 6th month of the year. This note here verifies that Volume
18 Issues 11-12 and Volume 19 Issues 1-5 were never published due to the pandemic of
2020-2021 that curtailed our meetings and limited to some extent our participation in
flying events at the field. That being largely behind us, it is time to begin our renewal of
activities, meetings, Fun-Flys, inductions, et al.
Bill Slabey, our president, has scheduled a fresh-start meeting for Wednesday,
June 16th at the flying field at 7:00 PM. It will be good to get members together again to
discuss the business of the club. Masks will be optional, but common sense on distancing
as always is prudent. Our new West-End Shelter provides plenty of space for that. Please
make the time to come to the meeting. Over the past several months I have heard plenty
of questions and concerns about operations and this will be a good time to get all that
on the table. By the time that meeting convenes, I will have placed new copies of the
club rules in the display cases on the shelter.

In This Issue:
P1 Call to Meeting
P1-2 New Business
P2 Old Business
P2-4 Reports
P5 Recent Flying Activities

Jack Kezelian has moved to Florida, so the positions of head of Airfield
Maintenance and Field Improvement committees are vacant. Jordan is a new mom,
(Congratulations!!!) so the position of treasurer is now or will soon be vacant. I’m sure
that she is very busy as motherhood generally goes, and Larry just couldn’t look more
like a proud father as you can clearly see below:
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As expected, their little girl will no doubt become proficient in all the
aspects of flying by the time she can walk!! Gotta love that whale outfit!

According to a report from Bill Slabey, the Ford lease for our land
use is completed. And we have paid up the insurance certificate for the land
use as required by Ford. Richard Hauk, our neighbor farmer, has graciously
graded our entrance road. Soft areas need filling — We may want to buy 30
tons of asphalt millings to fill in the soft areas by the east shelter parking
and the access to the shipping container. Cost is $450 for millings and $150
to spread it. Grass cutting contract is in place as well as the porta potty. Both
have the 2021 combination. Richard Hauk will mow the over growth at least
once this season. Fall Phase Out is a question for 2021.
I called Superior Twp. To ask them about the gravel on Ridge Road that suddenly appeared this past
week. It was a bit perplexing to me since that road was just newly paved about a year ago, and seemed in
perfectly good shape. The Twp. Maintenance Department informed me that this was a method of maintaining
the road, as minute cracks that inevitably develop over the Winter freeze and subsequent thaw will be filled by
the small gravel as cars drive over it, and then it will be overcoated with a thin blacktop substance that will keep
it in good condition. Latest technique, less costly in the long run for the township.

Secretary’s Report:
With our new shelter in place, some of the display cases have become obsolete and vacant. I was always
curious about what the flying field looked like before The Flying Pilgrims acquired the use of the land for the
flying club. A search on the web proved fruitless for me. The Henry Ford did not have any pictures of the property
back when the Fairlane Center monorail test track occupied this space. With some digging, I was able to contact
a gracious lady, Ciera Casteel, at the Ford Motor Company Archives, and she went searching for me for some
pictorial history on this subject. They are still in the process of digitizing many of the pictures that Ford has in its
archives. Ciera located several pictures and digitized them for me so that I could display them for our members
to see. I will put a poster of the pictures in the display case on the shelter. They are included here in this
newsletter for our older members who might remember and for our newer and younger members who should
probably know the history of this area.
Under the Kennedy Administration, a series of bills passed in the 1960s and 1970s creating the Urban
Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA). One of the primary entries for funding was the Ford ACT project
(Automatically Controlled Transportation). A 4000 foot test guideway was built near Allen Park, MI for testing
and development of the Transpo '72 demonstration vehicles. Later, a test facility with a complete loop, a bypass
area, test grade, maintenance spur and maintenance building, was erected near Ypsilanti, MI. Ford owned this
property, and built that facility here called the Cherry Hill Test Facility. For a time in late 1974, this facility was
home to the Transpo '72 vehicles, and the vehicles that would ultimately be installed at Connecticut's Bradley
International Airport and Dearborn's Fairlane Town Center.
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This is the ACT Control Building, where the
operations of the monorail were conducted. This
building was located on that slab of concrete that
you see after you pass the chain entrance to our
field on the left of the entry road.

This is the view from the controls of the test
track. You can see the group of trees that is visible
on the right as you enter the gate of our flying club.
That group of trees has grown considerably over the
years, and the gap where the track runs through is
all but closed up now.

This is an aerial view of the entire test track
area looking slightly northeast. Not an actual
photograph, this artist rendition shows the fence to
be right up against Ridge Road, but in actuality, the
eastern edge of the fence is quite a distance from the
road as there is presently a farm plot between the
fence and the road. Notice the extension of the
perimeter of the fence that was to incorporate and
expansion for a 60 mph loop. The “hill” we see north
of the shelter is all that is left of the 6 degree grade
incorporated into the track.
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A winter view of the track, probably taken
from the maintenance building looking west. Look
closely and you can see the two vehicles on the track.
In the foreground is the run-out for the loop where
the vehicles can be pulled up to the building for
service. The platform for that power box is probably
now under all the overgrowth to the left of the
entrance gate to our field.

The track and two cars completed basic testing
in 1976, and were removed from the Cherry Hill
facility and re-assembled on site at the Fairlane Town
Center Mall between the mall and the Hyatt Regency
Hotel.

One of the two cars that operated on the
monorail system. A rubber-wheeled car that Ford
referred to as a "horizontal elevator", each was just
less than 7 feet wide, 9 feet high and 25 feet long, and
weighed 13,800 pounds. The brakes of each unpiloted car had a “dead man” switch on it; if power
was lost to the system, the device that held the brakes
off would release and the car would come to a stop.
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I have a whole new perspective on the Ford property where we fly now. Thanks to Ciera Casteel and the
Ford Motor Company Archives. I have extended an invitation to her and anyone she wishes to see our flying
field and the aeronautics and pilot education that takes place there.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) posted a rule in
the Federal Register requiring small drone owners to display the
FAA-issued registration number on an outside surface of the aircraft.
Owners and operators may no longer place or write registration
numbers in an interior compartment. The rule is effective on February
25. The markings must be in place for any flight after that date. If you
have not already registered or wish to check your status, then click
here.

Willow Run Airport as seen from Rick’s Mavic Air at maximum altitude.
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